How to Lead a Virtual Message Recap Group

VISION
It is important to begin each small group with the vision in mind. Our vision at Next
Level Church is to lead people to become fully engaged followers of Jesus.

BEFORE THE GROUP: HOW TO PREPARE
Identify a mutual service to attend online, as well as a designated time to meet online
together via Zoom to discuss the message.
If it is within your power, we are encouraging our Serve Team Leaders to follow our
“Attend One, Serve One” model and attend the first service together and then meet as
a group during the second service in lieu of serving.

PROPOSED FLOW OF GROUP: HOW TO LEAD
Attend Service
Encourage those within your group to not just watch the service, but to engage by
standing and lifting their hands during worship and taking notes during the message.
Lead them to begin thinking about how they can apply the principles taught during the
message to their lives right now.
Logging On (5 minutes)
As people arrive, make them feel welcome and comfortable.
NOTE: If this is your first time meeting virtual, consider using the resource Successfully
Launching a Virtual Small Group to lead your first group.
Icebreaker (15 minutes)
Before participants can really dive into meaningful discussion, we must break the ice
and get people to participate with each other. Use the Icebreakers for Virtual Groups
resource for inspiration.
Pastoring and Leading the Group (30 minutes)
As a reminder, we define pastoring as knowing, loving, and challenging those we lead.
We lead our group toward becoming more fully engaged followers of Jesus.
Discuss the Message
To begin the conversation, briefly share which message point or idea stuck out to you
most and how it applies to your life right now. The goal is not to preach or to simply
reiterate the message, but to go first in vulnerability, so that others feel safe to share
their own insights and applications.
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Open up the floor for anyone else to share what stuck out to them in the message and
how they can apply that to their lives today.
If you feel conversation waning, feel free to use the questions provided in the Next
Level Church app under the “Live” tab. Click the top icon. This will take you to the
message notes for the weekend. Scroll to the bottom for Weekend Message Recap
Questions (see pictures for reference below).

Next Steps (5 minutes)
Before your group concludes, next steps should be given to the participants, including,
but not limited to:
• When your group will be meeting next
• Action steps you desire your group to take before you meet next, such as
journaling about what was discussed or reaching out for accountability with
someone in the group
• Points of prayer to intercede for one another
Close and Prayer (5 minutes)
Formally dismiss the group by receiving prayer requests and ending in prayer.
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